arching On
Unity 2000 plans to disrupt
summer's GOP convention
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$y Dave Lindorff
PHILADELPHIA—The City of Brotherly
Love has backed down in its attempt
to crush dissent during this summer's
Republican National Convention. But
the potential remains for a confrontation between demonstrators and
Philadelphia police during the
week-long event.
Faced with a lawsuit filed by the
American Civil Liberties Union, the
city agreed on April 28 to issue permits
to two organizations planning to march
on July 30, during the run-up to the
convention. In March, the city had
denied permits for the groups—Unity
2000 and The Ad-Hoc Committee to
Defend Health Care—and had required
them to confine their activities to a
remote area only 40-by-190 feet.
Meanwhile, Republicans will have
access to all 10 blocks around the First
Union Convention Center. The groups
got permission to demonstrate on their
originally planned
route,
along
Benjamin Franklin Boulevard.

C%!Hy Strikes Out
Philadelphia wasn't alone in selling its
SOB! to tend the GOP convention. It was
joined by the Philadelphia AFL-CIC1
Central Labor Council, which convinced
local building trades and other unions
to sign a labor peace accord with th®
Republican National
Committee,;
promising no job actions during; the
Convention by unions involved in any
•aspect of the event—including hotel and;
restaMrant workers.
y
iut this agreement has been con*
cSgrnned by the public employees unions,
Ike AFSCME District Council 47, which
represents 3,500 of the city's white-eotlaf
employees, and the Fraternal Order of
Police. A number of public-employee
contracts are due to expire, and those
unions want to be able to count on ;publie and private union support if they have
to strike this summer.
Toffl Cronin, president of District
Council 47, charges that the Central Labor

A third organization, the Kensington
Welfare Rights Union,
still has not received a
permit for its planned
convention protest.
"I'm not satisfied,"
says Michael Morrill,
spokesman for Unity
2000, a coalition of
some 100 progressive
organizations anticipating more than
100,000 marchers. "It
annoys me that we
had to bring the city
Former Mayor Ed Rendell masterminded the restrictions.
to court to get this,
and I'm concerned that there are only two Washington full of praise for the D.C.
legal demonstrations. The police have cops' "restraint," but vowed to be even
said they will quarantine a five-block more liberal in their use of tear gas if proradius around the convention center, so testers this summer step out of their
any groups that try to bring their protests permitted demonstration area.
Unity 2000 is a broad coalition of orgato the convention site will be arrested."
If that situation sounds reminiscent of nizations including everything from ACT
recent events in Washington and Seattle, UP to the NAACP and various trade
it's no coincidence. To back up unions. Its focus is economic globalizaPhiladelphia's severe restrictions on tion, universal health care and workers
protest activity during the Republican rights. The death penalty and the fate of
convention, the city sent a dozen of its Mumia Abu-Jamal, currently on
top officers to observe the way Pennsylvania's Death Row for the 1981
Washington police handled the demon- killing of a white Philadelphia policeman,
strations against the International while not a part of the coalition's agenda,
Monetary Fund and World Bank in are also likely to be major protest issues.
Philadelphia went all out last year to
April. Philadelphia's finest returned from
land the Republican convention. Ed
Rendell, then mayor and now chairman
of the Democratic National Committee
allowed the Republican Party to deny
Council has signed a scab agreement with
protesters
any access around the convena party that has been responsible for anti*
tion site. All convention organizers had
labor legislation, "Strikes are the working
to do was claim they have plans for those
person's only weapon," he says.
locations. The only place left was the soThe dispute has hurt labor participation
in the Unify 2000 protests, but it hasn't
called "protest pit."
stopped it altogether, John Rauseher,
Protest organizations, so far, have taken
president of the Central Labor Council,
a hard line against the city's plans. "We
Claims that unions that weren't party to the
won't be applying for a slot in the censorlegally binding tabor peace pledge are
ship pit," says Pete Davis, an activist with
:;free to strike, "M any unions tike the municPhiladelphia's ACT UP. "As far as I
ipal workers have to go on strike during
know, no other groups are signing up for it
the convention? he vows. "Heck, I'M be out
either. We feel that the city's efforts to
there on the line with them."
contain protest is likely to backfire, and
This could leave the Republicans in an
lead to a greater degree of civil disorder
awkward position. Since the Fraternal
Order of Police is one of the public
than if they'd just be more open."
employees' unions that refused to sign
So far, the only organization that has
on to a labor peace pledge, Republican
agreed to the city's terms and applied
delegates could conceivably find themfor a permit to demonstrate at the desselves faced with an army of protesters
ignated site is the Greyhound
and a police force out with a mass case
Adoption
Group, which says it just
, of the "blue flu."
DJL
wants to show off some dogs. •
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The Other Side
of the Street
Food workers target
Goldman Sachs
By Kirn Phillips-Fein
NEW YORK—Lower Manhattan is home
to the stars of the '90s boom: investment banks taking the latest dot-corn
miracles public; stock markets where
wealth multiplies seemingly by magic;
number crunchers inventing ever more
complex derivatives. Here sits the Fed,
always prepared to bail out a hedge fund
or slow a crash. Here, the brokerages
trade trillions across the globe, all
squashed together in these few skinny
blocks jutting out into the Hudson.
But there remains a grittier side. Once,
the tip of the island was the heart of
working-class New York, home to the
harbor, wholesale markets and innumerable small factories. Today, though the
economy has shifted, it remains the workplace for tens of thousands of New

Yorkers who bus restaurant tables, clean
office buildings and sit behind cash registers. While the surging stock market is a
symbol of the new economy, Wall Street
is also the site of a union fight reminiscent
of the New Deal: Food service workers at
many of New York's most prominent
investment banks are starting, despite formidable resistance, to join unions.
One of these struggles is being waged
at 85 Broad Street, the headquarters of
investment banking firm Goldman
Sachs—one of the oldest private partnerships on Wall Street until it went public
last year. Goldman has long prided itself
on its cohesive corporate culture (dubbed
the "culture of success" in a hagiography
of the company published last year). In
legend at least, the firm is supposed to
hire bright Ivy League grads who are
trained to subordinate their individual
ambitions to the corporate good—for
which they are rewarded mightily.
But the myth of company solidarity
excludes the 115 workers in Goldman's
dining room and cafeterias, who labor
long days for an average wage of less
than $9 an hour. The majority are immigrants from Latin America. Many have
worked at Goldman for years. Their

THIS MtftfctU W*IL»
TAKE MY BOY TO
DISNEYLAND,
MIRACULOUS
DOLPHINS'

SHUT UP OR
WE'LL FEED
YOU TO THE
SHARKS.'

AFTER MONTHS OF DELAY, FIDEL CASTRO TAKES
DECISIVE ACTION'.
I HAVE PHOTOS OF YOU ALL RIGHT, ALL RI6HT-WITH THE BARNYARD
I'LL SEND IN THE JACKANIMALS, m. PRESIDENT. BOOTED THUGS!

by TOM TOMORROW

HIS MIAMI RELATIVES SELFLESSLY CHAMPION THE
BOY'S RIGHT TO LIVE IN FREEDOM!
WE ONLY WANT WHATS
WHY CANT THE MEDIA
BEST FOR LITTLE ELIAN
LEAVE US ALONE?

SAY IT, BOY--IF
YOU WANT ANY
DINNER TONIGHT!

WORK HARDER,
DAMN YOU—OR
I'LL REDUCE YOUR
RATIONS EVEN
FURTMR!

NOW, ELIAN MAY SOON RETURN TO THE ISLAND
PARADISE THAT IS CUBA!

I ITS TIME TO RETURN

BOY TO HIS FATH£R,\
[MISTER PRESIDENT

WELL, ITS YWR DECISION, JANET.' WHATEVER YOU THINK IS BUT!

COME ALONG,
LITTLE PRINCE;
LET'S SET YOU
A QUALITY
EDUCATION AND
SOME FREE

HEALTH CARE!
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meager wages are supplemented by piddling benefits: The company's health
plan costs $45 a week for family coverage, a hefty price for workers barely
earning above the poverty line.
Employment is fairly stable, but workers
can be fired at will. Workers say their
managers are frequently unreasonable,
insulting and abusive. Customers can
sometimes be demeaning as well. As
Julio Morel, a longtime employee, puts
it, "These people see you every day. But
to them you are nothing. You are only a
servant because they have money."
For all these reasons—and most of
all, "because it gives you the freedom to
express your rights," says Pedro Acosta,
who has worked at Goldman Sachs for
four years—workers want to join Local
100 of the Hotel Employees and
Restaurant Employees Union (HERE).
Last summer, an overwhelming majority of the workers signed an open
petition in favor of running a cardcheck election for the union. But
they've been stonewalled by the firm—
even though Goldman Sachs' partners
made $3.5 billion in their IPO last year.
The workers at 85 Broad Street and
the three other Goldman buildings in
Manhattan are not employed directly by
the company but by Restaurant
Associates, one of the largest cafeteria
subcontracting chains in the United
States. The subcontracting relationship
enables Goldman to evade responsibility
for what's happening in the cafeteria, and
the investment bank's official position is
that the workers should hold a National
Labor Relations Board election. "Our primary interest is in allowing the cafeteria
workers to decide independently on this
matter," Thomas McAdam, Goldman's
director of food services, wrote in a
January 7 letter to the union.
But Restaurant Associates is unlikely
to let the cafeteria workers "decide independently." In December, the NLRB
issued a complaint against the company,
charging it with interrogating workers at
Goldman about union activities and
threatening to revoke the company's
401 (k) plan if the union gets voted in.
At the Metropolitan Opera House—
where Restaurant Associates also runs
the cafeteria—the company has been
charged with denying workers pay
increases and benefits, as well as firing a
worker, because of union activity.
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ombs Away
arly on the morning of May 4, a
small army of FBI agents and U.S.
marshals arrested 216 people on
the Puerto Rican island of Vieques in an
attempt to regain control of Camp
Garcia, the Navy's bombing range there.
Among those arrested were two members of Congress, Nydia Velazquez of
New York and Luis Gutierrez of Chicago,
as well as the Roman Catholic bishop of
Caguas and the mayor of Carolina, one
of Puerto Rico's biggest cities.
Many of those arrested had been occupying the range since a Puerto Rican
security guard was killed last April by
Navy bomber pilots who missed their
targets. During that time, local fishermen, religious leaders, independence
activists and environmentalists all had
joined the peaceful occupation. Their
actions, as previously reported in this
column, ignited an unprecedented
movement among all sectors of Puerto
Rican society calling for an end to nearly 60 years of Navy bombing on Vieques.
The Vieques raid was the second
time in a two-week span that the
Justice Department found itself sending
armed agents into action against
Hispanic Americans. Vieques was preceded, of course, by the Elidn Gonzalez
raid in Miami's Little Havana. In both
assaults, the groups defying federal
authorities had massive support from
their ethnic compatriots. In both cases,
they were preceded by stand-offs that
stretched for months and became
enmeshed in the web of presidential
politics. But the Elian saga, with its
soap opera plot, irresistible child star
and that shocking photograph, garnered far greater media attention than
Vieques, even if the latter crisis
touched on far more weighty matters
than some international family feud.
If you listen to Congress and the
Pentagon, the entire combat-readiness
of our nation hangs in the balance with
Vieques. The Puerto Rican protesters,
the military brass say, were undermining
American defense by preventing use of
the Navy's premier training range. The
drum roll reached such a crescendo that
few Americans could hear the nearly

unanimous plea of Puerto Rico's 3.8 million people against the bombing of their
inhabited Isla Nena, as Vieques is
known. That bombing—and the
destruction of the island's coral reefs and
environment—was not only a violation
of human rights, Puerto Ricans insisted,

but a sign of continued U.S. colonial
arrogance toward Puerto Rico.
Despite those pleas, the Pentagon and
its supporters in Congress kept pressing
President Clinton to move against the
protesters. In January, Clinton made one
of his infamous compromises with Puerto
Rico's governor, Pedro Rossello. The
accord called for the Navy to temporarily resume training on a sharply reduced
schedule, using
dummy bombs
and ammunition.
In
return,
Rossello agreed
to hold a referendum among the
residents of Vieques that would decide
whether the Navy should leave permanently after 2003. In addition, the
White House promised $40 million in
infrastructure aid to Vieques immediately and another $50 million if the
referendum allowed the Navy to stay.
The agreement allows the Navy to set
the date of the referendum at any point
during an 18-month period that begins
this August 1. This is perhaps the first
time in history that the Navy has been
charged with setting the date for a civilian
referendum. White House officials privately conceded that the 18-month
window was designed specifically to give
the Navy time to mount a campaign to
win (or buy) the backing of the Vieques
population. In Puerto Rico, the governor's
about-face led to a massive public outcry,
especially by the island's church leaders,

who organized a silent march of nearly
100,000 people in support of the protesters
several weeks ago, and who continued to
urge civil disobedience against the Navy.
The actual raid was classic White House
image management. It was launched soon
after the death of New York City Cardinal
John O'Connor, an event the president's
aides knew would knock all other news
from the front pages for several days in
New York, which is home to the country's
largest Puerto Rican community, and
where Hillary Clinton is seeking a U.S.
Senate seat. To limit the embarrassment of
having to arrest congressmen and clerics,
federal agents were ordered to release all
protesters without charges.
The press promptly and dutifully
dropped Vieques from its radar screen.
But anyone familiar with Puerto Rico's
history knows this battle is far from over.
At least a half dozen protesters were still
hiding in the hills and the underbrush of
the Vieques range as I penned these
words. They include two sons of Carlos
Zenon, the Vieques fisherman who

sparked the first protests against the
Navy's presence nearly two decades ago.
The day before the federal raid, one of
the Zenon brothers assured a colleague of
mine that he had stashed enough food
and supplies in several hiding places on
the Vieques range to survive for several
months. For the Navy to resume massive
bombing while any civilians are still on
the range is a very risky gamble.
At the same time, pro-independence
leader Ruben Berrios Martinez and hundreds of others are vowing to reoccupy
the range and to disrupt future Navy
bombing attempts. No matter what
Clinton and Rossello say, it's evident
that only an immediate referendum and
a speeded up timetable for Navy withdrawal will end the crisis. In Puerto
Rico, the days of gunboat diplomacy,
even in its liberal guise, are over. I
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